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Sahl Haheesh is setting the big blue sea as your backdrop for a triathlon and equestrian
festival this December.

Seeing as how winter is apparently not coming anytime soon, Sahl Hasheesh is inviting us all to get some vitamin D and
make use of the sun. Sahl Hasheesh is the Red Sea’s jewel; the beach-y destination offers one of the most beautiful
settings in the world. This December, Sahl Hasheesh will be hosting yet another triathlon, organised by Ayman Hakky
and Mahmoud Abdelhaki's The TriFactory, which specialises in triathlon training. The triathlon is a multiple stage

tournament that includes swimming, running, and cycling, and will be taking place on December 11th and 12th.

The timing and the destination couldn’t be more on point as although a triathlon is a challenge on its own, Sahl
Hasheesh eases that challenge with its ideal scenery for a day of activity. How awesome is it to be able to break free
from the hectic city life and swim in pure blue water, run along the golden sand, and cycle around the most perfect
green surroundings? It's a chance not to be missed.

To help you get your lazy butts ready for the triathlon, The Trifactory is also organising daily training sessions in Gezira
Club that start at 7 AM. They are inviting everyone to participate, all ages, all shapes, and all fitness background.

Apart from the triathlon, Sahl Hsheesh will also host an equestrian festival from December 17th to the 20th. This
horseback riding festival will be the first of its kind in the whole Red Sea region. You don’t want to miss this festival
where you will get to bring to life your inner Ahmed El Saka “habibi ya 3ashe2” scene.

You can find out more on Sahl Hasheesh's Facebook page here or The TriFactory's Facebook page here
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A Chillaxed Weekend At Bayside Red Sea
Resort
On a quest to satisfy our inquisitive inner gurus, we
sent Mariam Nowar on a tropically enhanced weekend
to visit Bayside Red Sea resort for a tour around the
chillest most relaxed spot in Ras Sudr. more

Stella Taps 31 Local Artists To Rebrand Its
Bottle
31 of Egypt's top designers were surprised to receive a
brief in a humongous beer brewing barrel...

Cairokee Merchandise Store To Open Online
Soon
Cairokee lovers rejoice; the band is set to open a new
online merchandise store... more

Dahab Fest: Safe & Sound
A new festival is planned to hit the shores of the
magnificent town of Dahab in January 2016.
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